
THE SUMMER NIGHTS COLLECTION 

   · •  Durable all-weather construction

   · •  Protective golden-brown finish

   · •  Deep-seating cushions wrapped  
     in premium outdoor fabric

   · •  Elegant fire pit table options

   · •  Thick foam cushions provide  
    deep-seating comfort and      
     maintain their original shape

   · •  Some assembly required

   · •  1-year limited warranty

   · •  CSA listed

   ·

FEATURES:

SUMMER NIGHTS COLLECTION:

Make comfort a statement with the Summer Nights 
Collection by Hanover. This collection includes 
everything you need to create an warm retreat space 
in the comfort of your own backyard. Spend your days 
lounging comfortably in the sun, and by nightfall, ignite 
the fire pit to create a cozy setting for hours of warm 
conversation. 

This deep-seating collection is perfect for those who 
enjoy spending time outdoors. Your guests will truly 
enjoy rocking the night away on the comfortable action 
rockers with extra-plush cushioning. The thick foam 
cushions offer long-lasting comfort and are bound 
with premium outdoor fabric that repels moisture, 
stains and UV harm. Designed for use throughout the 
year, the Summer Nights Collection will enhance your 
outdoor environment and delight your guests for many 
years to come.



3-Piece Bistro Sets 
 
SUMRNGTDN3PCCST .............................................. UPC: 013964885699 
Includes two steel cushioned rockers and a 30” cast-top bistro table 
 
SUMRNGTDN3PCCSTAL  ........................................ UPC: 013964885705 
Includes two aluminum cushioned rockers and a 30” cast-top bistro 
table 
 
SUMRNGTDN3PCCSTSP  ........................................ UPC: 013964885712 
Includes two C spring chairs and a 30” cast-top bistro table 
 
SUMRNGTDN3PCG  ................................................. UPC: 013964885729 
Includes two steel cushioned rockers and a 30” tempered glass-top  
bistro table 
 
SUMRNGTDN3PCGAL ............................................. UPC: 013964885736 
Includes two aluminum cushioned rockers and a 30” tempered  
glass-top bistro table 
 
SUMRNGTDN3PCGSP ............................................. UPC: 013964885743 
Includes two C spring chairs and a 30” tempered glass-top bistro  
table 
 

 
 

3-Piece Fire Pit Chat Sets 
 
SUMRNGT3PCAL-URN ............................................ UPC: 013964885828 
Includes two aluminum cushioned rockers and a 10,000 BTU fire urn 
 
SUMRNGT3PCSP-URN ............................................ UPC: 013964885835 
Includes two C spring chairs and a 10,000 BTU fire urn  
 

SUMRNGT3PC-URN ................................................. UPC: 013964885811

Includes two steel cushioned rockers and a 10,000 BTU fire urn

SUMMER NIGHTS COLLECTION

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change

For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

SUMRNGT3PCAL-URN with aluminum rockers and fire urn

SUMRNGTDN3PCG  with steel rockers and glass-top table

http://www.hanover-products.com


5-Piece Dining Sets 
 
SUMRNGTDN5PCCST .............................................. UPC: 013964885750 
Includes four steel cushioned rockers and a 48” cast-top dining table 
 
SUMRNGTDN5PCCSTAL  ........................................ UPC: 013964885767 
Includes four aluminum cushioned rockers and a 48” cast-top dining 
table 
 
SUMRNGTDN5PCCSTSP  ........................................ UPC: 013964885774 
Includes four C spring chairs and a 48” cast-top dining table 
 
SUMRNGTDN5PCG  ................................................. UPC: 013964885781 
Includes four steel cushioned rockers and a 48” tempered glass-top  
dining table 
 
SUMRNGTDN5PCGAL ............................................. UPC: 013964885798 
Includes two aluminum cushioned rockers and a 30” tempered  
glass-top bistro table 
 
SUMRNGTDN5PCGSP ............................................. UPC: 013964885804 
Includes two C spring chairs and a 30” tempered glass-top bistro  
table 
 

 
 

5-Piece Fire Pit Lounge Sets 
 
SUMMRNGHT5PC .................................................... UPC: 091037654977 
Includes four steel cushioned rockers and a 30,000 BTU fire pit 
 
SUMMRNGHT5PC-ALUM ........................................ UPC: 013964868487 
Includes four aluminum cushioned rockers and a 30,000 BTU fire pit 
 

SUMMRNGHT5PCFPSP ........................................... UPC: 013964885842

Includes four C spring chairs and a 30,000 BTU fire pit

SUMMER NIGHTS COLLECTION

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change

For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

SUMMRNGHT5PCFPSP with C spring chairs and 30,000 BTU fire pit

SUMRNGTDN5PCG  steel rockers and glass-top dining  table

http://www.hanover-products.com

